
 

 

 

 

 

Notes of Avon & Somerset Force Area NW Steering Group Meeting 

Held at Avon & Somerset Police HQ 

On Saturday 27th February, 2016, 10.30-12.45 

 

Those Present 

NW Members: Brian Bastable, Nick Gough, Lesa Hall, Barrie Knowles, Graham Lockley, Dr. Egils Praulitis 

NHWN Representative: Chris Cade, National Police Liaison Manager 

Avon & Somerset Police representative: Sgt. Lee Kerslake 

 

Apologies: Wendy Hull, NHW Key contact for A&S Force area 

 

CC explained the role of this steering group, its sole objective being the establishment of an A&S NHW 

Force Area Association. CC was not here to necessarily ‘chair’ the meeting, this was the Steering Group’s 

meeting, but he was here to facilitate, and to ensure that genuine progress was made with regards to 

the documents circulated by Sunny Moore following the previous meeting in January 2016. 

A number of concerns were expressed as follows. 

 Had the steering group actually agreed that they were in existence to set up a Force Area 

Committee? 

 Had the circulated documents been agreed as necessary? 

 Had the deadline dates in the circulated Action Plan actually been agreed by the steering group? 

 Should the steering group engage third parties (such as PCC etc.) before setting up the Force 

Area committee. 

There was a lot of discussion around these points and about other aspects such as historical events, 

some personalities, and the representation both on the steering group, and later on the Force Area 

Committee, from other geographic areas. 

 

 



Things that were agreed at this meeting: 

 Colleagues will seek to establish if Wendy Hull is OK, as some genuine concern was expressed at 

her absence. 

 There will be a subsequent meeting of the steering Group on Saturday 9th April, 2016, at the 

same venue, from 10.30-14.30h. Lee Kerslake will seek to arrange, (hopefully including some 

buffet style refreshments.) 

 Chris Cade outlined that he may/may not be free to attend the next meeting, and asked if the 

group would wish him to support the next meeting, or whether the group were happy to 

proceed without his support, to which the answer was ‘please support us on April 9th’. 

 Those present at this meeting will all make some time to read the three documents previously 

circulated (Constitution, Action/Strategic Plan, and Communications plan), and each come to the 

next meeting on April 9th with their thoughts and feedback, ready to secure a consensus on 

objectives, a ‘way forward’ at this meeting. The group were also asked to give some thought to 

roles, such as a chair for the steering group, in advance of the next meeting. 

 Lesa will attend the South Gloucestershire AGM (an A&S district) on 15th March, and seek to 

publically inform colleagues of the existence of this steering group. 

 At least one ‘Police Message’ will go out across A&S to seek to engage a wider audience with 

either feedback for the content of the three documents, possible attendance at the steering 

group, or (possibly) both. 

 On behalf of A&S Police, Lee Kerslake was asked if he could provide a ‘Geographic list of co-

ordinators by postcode area’ to facilitate this groups progress. 

Lee Kerslake reiterated the fact that A&S Police were fully supportive of the initiative to set up a NW 

Force Area Committee, and that the Police understood both what NW are seeking to do, why, and were 

willing to provide resources such as use of their facilities as appropriate in order to support the initiative. 

 


